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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL
Dear Partner,
Following our super celebration to mark the company’s
80th birthday, the time has come to reflect upon the fact
that values such as an aspiration to top quality, a clear
commitment to our national location and excellent customer care have accompanied us from day one. As a
result, the Banner brand stands for “buffalo power” from
Austria, reliable standards, innovation and service.
In addition, the high levels of commitment and specialist know-how of our personnel have also remained unchanged. Banner has long been a company that attaches
value to long-term teamwork and a good working atmosphere. Accordingly, we are grateful for our outstanding
team, which has continually made a major contribution
to our market strength.

topics such as e-mobility and fuel-saving drive systems
for many years and not least due to its durability and a
100 per cent recycling ratio, the conventional battery remains a decisive factor in the automotive industry.
Modern batteries will continue to play a significant role
as part of e-mobility and demand for conventional leadacid batteries remains strong in the OEM segment, which
is a trend that will also be maintained with regard to the
e-cars of tomorrow. Indeed, the enormous interest in our
new range shows clearly that we are on the right road
and not least, in view of massive current demand, we are
delighted that our plant enlargements are now complete
and that numerous systems have already been installed
and are in the run-up phase.

Nonetheless, time also demands changes and various
technological developments in tandem with the evergreater demands of the market repeatedly necessitate
the optimisation of our product range. For example, by
means of the more modern Power Bull and the Power
Bull PRO, which have now been supplemented with three
new, “bullish” battery types.

In closing, we wish to thank you for your loyalty and say
that if we may, we would take great pleasure in continuing to gather speed with you in the years to come!

The future outlook is equally promising, as owing to our
continual investment in R&D, our product range enables
us to constantly move a further step forwards and think
about tomorrow today. We have already had a focus on

Andreas Bawart		
Commercial CEO		

Thomas Bawart
Technical CEO
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INNOVATIONS

Banner’s LATEST PRODUCTS ARE IN GREAT DEMAND!
Banner continually optimises its products and therefore the dominant feature of
2018 is the new range. Indeed, there has been no stopping the demand for our
modern, commercial vehicle batteries!

F

uel-saving drive systems represent
the future of automotive mobility
and special starter and on-board
electrical system batteries are essential in order that this can be achieved.
Accordingly, this year Banner has been
offering several new types of battery
that have been developed specifically to
meet this requirement. What’s more, the
resultant demand has not only proven
the probity of this move, but also shows
that along with the other new models, the
new Buffalo Bull EFB and Buffalo Bull High
Current represent a step in the right
direction.
EFB BATTERIES
MOVE UP A GEAR
Just recently, three new EFB

batteries that have been designed specifically for the European market also became
available. Two of these sales hits, the EFB
565 12 and the EFB 575 12, are suitable
for Ford models with a start/stop function
(ECOnetic), while the third, the EFB 580 11,
is ideal for numerous start/stop vehicles
from European car manufacturers.

EFB BATTERIES FOR ASIA
Owing to the fact that Asian vehicles are
enjoying increasing popularity in Europe,
this year Banner has also added six new
EFB Asian battery types to its Running Bull range. As a result, customers can rely on “bull power”
in line with the manufacturer
LOGY
specifications from Mazda, MitTECHNO
subishi, Subaru, Suzuki, Toyo-

EFB

NEW!

ta, Hyundai, Kia & Co., who are installing
these batteries in their start/stop models.
THREE NEW VERSIONS OF THE
POWER BULL PRO
Three new Power Bull PRO starter batteries, comprised by the PRO P50 42, PRO
P63 42 and PRO P77 42, are also now
available in T-boxes. This is particularly good news for drivers of various Ford
models lacking a start/stop function or
braking energy recuperation, which need
OE battery replacements with a total
height of 175 mm. In fact, with modern
commercial vehicle batteries like these,
Banner customers are ideally equipped
for the mobility of tomorrow.
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UNI BULL

THE END OF A LEGEND.

THE UNI BULL
CAR BATTERY SERIES
1988

1988:
HOW EVERYTHING BEGAN!
It is 1988 at Banner, which at the time is
already a highly innovative, family-owned
Linz company. The market launch of a legendary, universal battery series, which
features four battery models with four
terminals (two round and two Ford terminals) and thus replaces over fifty DIN
battery types, has just begun. The battery
bears the name Uni Turbo and is the first
of its type, as it enables universal employ
ment throughout the market. In other
words, a new sales hit is born!
1998:
FROM THE UNI TURBO TO THE
UNI BULL.
In 1998, Banner presents its next generation universal battery under the brand
name Uni Bull, which is absolutely maintenance-free. In 2002, the company then
makes a further leap up the innovation
ladder through the use of ACCUSAFE®, a
patented Gore leakage protection system.

2001

Furthermore, existing customers receive
improved service and new customers are
acquired in a variety of sale channels.
2002:
FROM A UNIVERSAL GENIUS TO AN
INNOVATIVE POWER PACK.
A product description from 2002 indicates how unique the Uni Bull is at this
time. “Uni Bull – one for all. With only five
types, the maintenance-free Uni Bull fits
into over 900 car models and thus saves
dealers storage space and money. Owing
to its round and Ford terminals, as well as
the variable hold-down with additional
adapter, the battery offers universal use.
Moreover, the comfort handles also serve
as terminal covers.” The strengths of the
proven Uni Bull are also enhanced further and it now disposes over 30 per cent
more energy and a Gore membrane as patented leakage protection:
• NEW! Patented ACCUSAFE leak
protection
• NEW! Now with 30 % more

2004

performance
• Perfect installation in over
900 car models
• Absolutely maintenance-free
2008:
20TH BIRTHDAY.
The success story of the Uni Bull is cele
brated with a special jubilee edition, a
Europe-wide sales promotion and a large
prize competition. The sales echo is enormous and Uni Bull becomes Banner’s top
seller for the year.
2018:
THE THIRTIETH YEAR AND
THE END OF A LEGEND.
Over time, operational conditions, products and market demands have altered
radically and Banner has responded with
a modern product range. Therefore, in the
course of the coming weeks and months,
the remaining stocks of Uni Bull batteries
will be sold off and one thing is certain.
The Power Bull and the extra powerful Bull
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The success story of the legendary Uni Bull car battery and its genial universality stretched back over three decades, from 1998 until this year, when it was replaced by the
modern, top selling Power Bull (and Power Bull PRO). Banner is therefore able to look
back with pride and a little nostalgia on the 30-year history of the Uni Bull. However,
2018 does not mark the end of the road, but rather a new start for an even better
battery generation!

2008

2012

2018

The metamorphosis of a legend: the Uni Bull from 1988 to 2018

PRO batteries represent a milestone in a
new battery generation and hence more
than worthy successors for the Uni Bull.
FROM THE UNI BULL TO THE POWER
BULL IN OE QUALITY.
The four Uni Bull models can be perfectly
replaced by the new, modern Power Bull
and Power Bull PRO TOP SELLERS:
Uni Bull
50 100
50 200
50 300
50 500

Power Bull/PRO
PRO P50 42*, P44 09
PRO P63 42*, P60 09
PRO P63 40, P62 19
PRO P77 40, P74 12

• 100 % leak protection up to a maximum angle of 55° (owing to the Double Top lid)
• Original component quality for modern
cars with a high or very high energy
requirement
If, in exceptional cases, a starter battery
with 1 switching (+ terminal left) be required, we recommend the use of the following Starting Bull types:
Uni Bull
50 200/300
50 500

Starting Bull
560 08 ( T5/LB2 box)
572 33

Banner TIP:
For future orders, note immediately on your personal
Banner list all the alternatively applicable Power Bull
and Power Bull PRO battery
types as a replacement for the
Uni Bull.
If necessary, undertake the
necessary changes to your
goods management system as
soon as possible.

*Already available since May 2018
ADVANTAGES OF THE POWER BULL/
PRO:
• Maximum starting power
• Optimised cold start values
• Absolutely maintenance-free

Banner BATTERIES – TOP PERFORMANCE AND MEGA SERVICE AT ALL TIMES.
FOR EVERY VEHICLE AND THE SUCCESS OF OUR SALES PARTNERS!
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BATTERY AND WINTER TIPS

REINFORCEMENT

FULL POWER FOR YOUR
BATTERY BUSINESS?
NO FRUSTRATION WITH
PERMANENT FROST!
In view of the coming sub-zero temperatures,
battery business certainly has your special
attention. In icy weather, battery problems
lead to start difficulties and these provide you
with an opportunity to generate valuable extra
sales. The ideal approach is as follows…
1. OFFER A BATTERY CHECK:
Full cold start performance, or preferably a
battery change? Whatever the wish, Banner sales partners are fully prepared. The
next winter is certain to arrive and a powerful battery is vital for the retention of
reliable mobility. For this reason, Banner’s
trading partners now offer a rigorous battery check free of charge. Moreover, using
a professional tester, the status of every
starter battery can be expertly examined
on the spot. Ideally, a test protocol regarding battery performance is also provided and this enables the client to see in
black and white if the car battery is fit enough for the coming winter, or should be
exchanged.
2. PUSH BATTERY BUSINESS:
Another advantage for you as a sales partner is provided by Banner’s large available
range of batteries for every car make and
model. Should battery performance be
weak, you can refer to this product programme at any time and carry out a reasonably priced battery change. The fact
that quality batteries from Banner have
achieved global success is no accident
because they combine maximum starting
power, additionally improved cold start
characteristics and optimised current
intake capacity. All of which adds up to
enhanced charging capacity and a long
service life.
3. NOTE THESE IMPORTANT B2B-TIPS
FOR BATTERY STORAGE:
• Store batteries in a cool and dry place
(between 0° and +25° C).
• Carry out regular checks of the stored

batteries with regard to open circuit
voltage. Recharge immediately should
12.50V be reached. Do not sell batteries
with an OCV of < 12.60V!
All the relevant information that you require is summarised in the “Starter battery storage and handling”
leaflet (integrated for
downloading with every
battery type). Read now!

Banner
BOOSTS ITS
EXPORT TEAM

Gerald Raffetseder

Since the summer, Gerald Raffets
eder has strengthened the Banner
export team. Together with Günther
Lemmerer, he is now looking after
plant customers in over fifty countries across the globe. The 35-yearold Upper Austrian possesses longterm, international sales experience,
which he acquired in one of Austria’s
largest industrial companies. Gerald’s
focus will be on the markets in the
Balkans, the Iberian Peninsula, Ireland and Africa. In his free time, ab
ove all he likes to relax with running,
cycling, or playing guitar.

THE MOST IMPORTANT TIPS FOR DRIVERS IN BRIEF:
1. Keep active and stay mobile
Inactive batteries are subject to
discharge caused by the build up of
lead sulphate on the plates. This obstructs the current flow and reduces
both battery capacity and cold start
performance. A booster like the Banner Accucharger keeps the battery
active and prevents sulphation.
2. Spotless power
Keep the upper surface of the battery clean and dry using an anti-static
cloth. Moisture in the engine compartment leads to the formation of
creeping current, which consumes
energy. Do not employ any so-called
enhancing agents!
3. Safe through the winter
Cold weather reduces the starting
capacity of the battery. Therefore, in
order to retain sufficient power, useful tips should be followed such as
only turning on additional users, e.g.
blowers, heating, etc. when the engine is running and turning them off
before the engine is shut down.

4. Marathon runner
During short drives, a car frequently
requires more energy than the dynamo can generate and recharge. The
battery therefore discharges constantly and in order to recharge, it is
advisable to drive longer distances.
An even better idea is the provision of
the battery with an external equalisation charge using a Banner Accucharger for which the environment will be
most grateful.
5. Extra charging
Frequent short trips and an irregular
driving profile in combination with
start-stop traffic reduce the energy
level in your battery start-by-start
and drive-by-drive. Therefore, treat
your battery to an extra portion of
power through external charging,
especially just before the first winter
cold spell is due.
THE Banner BUFFALO WISHES YOU A
COLD WINTER AND EVERY SUCCESS
WITH YOUR BATTERY SALES!
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LARGE FESTIVE OPENING
IN GREECE

CUSTOMER EVENT

Günther Lemmerer from Banner (r.) congratulates Nik Fasoulas
from Troxokinisi (l.) on his life’s work.

A

t present, Troxokinisi employs a
workforce of 25 and now has over
4,000 m2 of storage and 1,000 m2
of office space available. During the grand
festive opening, these modern facilities
were open for tours by the 400 invited
customers, friends and suppliers, who

were also able to participate in a prize
draw for a weekend in Vienna sponsored
by Banner.

The Athens-based, automotive component
wholesaler, Troxokinisi, is a long-term Banner
partner and 2018 saw the ceremonial opening of
its new company building as the centrepiece of a
customer event.

thus able to experience our 
specialist
know-how and company values at first
hand. In addition, our battery experts
passed on their know-how to the wholesaler in the course of numerous product
training courses held in Athens.

Günther Lemmerer from Banner (r.) and George Fasoulas
from Troxokinisi (l.) congratulate the Banner direct customer,
Dimitris Samios (centre) on winning the weekend in Vienna.

Apart from the Troxokinisi company, we
also supply over twenty direct customers,
which ensures a high level of penetration
in the price-sensitive Greek market. Moreover, thanks must go to Nik and George
Fasoulas as representatives of the entire
Troxokinisi team, as well as our all of direct
customers in Greece for their excellent
cooperation and loyalty.

BULLISH COOPERATION
Troxokinisi was founded in 1976 and has
been collaborating successfully with Banner since 1990. Over the years, the Greek
customer visited the Banner plant in LinzLeonding on several occasions and was

CUSTOMER BAROMETER

Banner CONVINCES RIGHT DOWN THE LINE!
The 2018 customer survey shows that Banner was able to
maintain its high standards!

F

or the third time since 2012, this
year Banner commissioned an extensive customer survey in Austria,
Germany and Switzerland. Customers rated important criteria using the marking
system employed in Austrian schools
(1-5) and thus assessed the levels of
Banner’s reliability, goodwill, image,

roduct service, information and the
p
competence of its personnel.
With an overall result of 1.9, the company achieved the same grading as in 2015,
which means that its high standards have
been retained. In total, customers thus
provided Banner with an excellent report,

Customer surveys 2012 to 2018
Topic

Result 2012

Result 2015

Result 2018

Employee competence
Reliability
Goodwill
Image
Product, service and price quality
Information

1.8
1.8
1.9
2.1
2.2
2.5

1.6
1.7
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.3

1.7
1.7
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.2

Total

2.1

1.9

1.9

which is in addition presented an extremely homogenous picture with only minimal differences between the countries
and customer segments.
The results also indicate clearly that
digitisation will be an important future
topic at Banner, as 90 per cent of those
questioned were interested in the
idea of ordering products via a Banner
online shop.

According to customer
opinion, Banner’s
strengths are:
• The willingness of company staff to
solve problems
• Competent claim handling
• Adherence to delivery dates
• Customer account manager accessibility
• Qualified personnel
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BOMAG AWARD

Banner REMAINS AN
“A-SUPPLIER”

The compacting machinery manufacturer BOMAG
honours Banner for the fourth time in succession.

T

he fact that customers respect investments in quality and
service is evidenced by a wealth of awards and positive
feedback. For example, this year the compacting machinery manufacturer BOMAG designated Banner as an “A-Supplier”
for the fourth time in succession. BOMAG employs Banner’s extremely vibration- and cycle-resistant EFB (Enhanced Flooded
Battery) and AGM (Absorbent Glass Mat) power packs in its
equipment range, which includes machines for the compacting
of earth, asphalt and refuse, as well as stabilising/recycling, cold
milling and finishing. BOMAG regularly assesses its suppliers and
therefore Banner can continue to point to its top classification as
an “A-Supplier”.

Festive handover of the BOMAG Award

TOP EMPLOYER

NEW SLOGAN

“LEADING AUSTRIAN
COMPANY” AWARD

QUALITY
THAT MOVES
The top quality of our products is the
basis of the worldwide success of the
global Banner brand. A fact also mirrored
by our new slogan, “Quality that moves”,
which is the result of an internal slogan
competition.

Katrin Hilpold
(Banner) and
Monica Rintensbacher
(Leitbetriebe Austria)

Leitbetriebe Austria
allocates Banner
positive recertification.

F

or the strict certification
of leading Austrian companies, the Leitbetriebe
Austria initiative, which is an
excellence platform for domestic industry and commerce, uses the motto, “Not every business
is successful and not every successful business is a leading company”. Accordingly, the criteria that it employs include “sustained
company success”, “social and ecological responsibility”, “Austrian
location strength” and “exchanges and cooperation”.
On the basis of the institute’s evaluation process, Banner fulfils all
of these preconditions and therefore was again certified as a leading Austrian company for 2018/19. During an award ceremony,
the Leitbetriebe Austria CEO, Monica Rintensbacher, handed over
the certificate to Katrin Hilpold, Banner’s Marketing Manager.

W

ho could be better qualified to put Banner’s
values and advantages in a nutshell than the
people who are part of the company’s success
on a daily basis? Moreover, the internal quality slogan
competition also demonstrated the fact that our workforce not only possesses professional competence, but
also creativity. Numerous colleagues rose to this challenge and made it really difficult for the jury to select
a winner from the wealth of excellent suggestions.
However, “Quality that moves” convinced on every level, as it concisely expresses the advantages of the end
product and also transports the emotional content

applicable to Banner as a leading Austrian company
with high values and goals. The new slogan and the
related, specially created quality logo were presented
and honoured at our big birthday celebration. Thanks
are also due to all the competition participants for their
efforts and the many excellent ideas.
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SPONSORING

THE MMC UPPER AUSTRIA ACTIVE WEEK

The participants put full power into the
MMC Upper Austria Active Week.

Banner supports a self-help group for children and young people with
spina bifida and hydrocephalus, continually.

M

MC Upper Austria, a self-help group for children and
young people with spina bifida and hydrocephalus continually organises fantastic events, as exemplified by an
Active Week in summer for eighteen youngsters in wheelchairs
along with their brothers and sisters. Intensive training was on
the programme, although none of the little heroes had to go to
their limit. Moreover, there was naturally also plenty of fun to be

had, which included wheelchair tennis with Olympic champion,
Andreas Vevera, a visit to the SK Rapid Vienna football club to
look behind the scenes and a trip out in vehicles provided by
the Morgan Sports Car Club. Banner is delighted by both the fact
that the children’s capabilities were improved during the Active
Week’s daily training sessions and their delight at being able to
test the various sports on offer.

Banner JKU WIKING LINZ EIGHT CAPTURES BRONZE
Oarswomen at the top of the German federal
rowing league.

I

n the final event of the
German federal rowing
league, the Banner JKU WIKING Linz eight achieved a
sensational third place. Consequently, the athletes were
able to collect bronze medals
during the impressive presentation ceremony and celebrate their fifth place overall.

A genuinely successful crew: the Banner JKU WIKING Linz eight

Indeed, as Boris Hultsch, the
RV Wiking racing manager and
head of the Banner JKU Wiking
Linz team explains: “This was
the crowning conclusion of a
great season and congratulations are due to the crew and
their cox. In addition, we are

very grateful our RV Wiking
Linz and its partner club Alemannia Korneuburg for their
support of this super project,
not to mention Banner as our
sponsor. To mark the end of
this successful season, I would
like to express a huge thank
you to all those involved.”
Following three fifth places
and one fourth, the team set
itself the tough target of a
place on the podium, which it
then achieved. Therefore, our
oarswomen have fully earned
a place amongst the leaders
in the world’s fastest rowing
league.
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AUTOMECHANIKA 2018

Sustainable mobility for tomorrow
is clearly the main, current focus.
A fact, that Banner again sought to
demonstrate at the leading automotive industry fair for equipment,
components, accessories, management and services, which was held
in Frankfurt/Main, Germany.

NEW PRODUCTS IN THE
FAST LANE

T

Numerous visitors popped into the popular Banner lodge to say hello.

REHABILITATION & CARE FAIR

Banner AT
THE REHA CARE
This year, Banner again attended the REHA
CARE, the international specialist trade fair for
rehabilitation and care, which was held in
Dusseldorf, Germany.

he brand new product range and the numerous modern commercial vehicle batteries, which were available punctually for the
start of this year’s Automechanika, ensured that
the aforementioned goal was achieved. Indeed,
there was enormous demand for Banner’s innovative products and a large number of customers
used the opportunity for discussions with the
company’s experts regarding the future-oriented
issues of energy savings and environmental protection, and battery trends. Accordingly, in what
was the fair’s silver jubilee year, there was once
again major interest in our market-related range,
which was helped by the cosy atmosphere of
Banner’s “alpine lodge”.

TRADE FAIR DATE

17TH INTERNATIONAL FAIR FOR
INTRALOGISTIC SOLUTIONS
AND PROCESS MANAGEMENT
MESSE STUTTGART, 19 TO 21 FEBRUARY 2019
Hall 10 / Stand H 30

M

these relate to medical appointments, supermarket shopping,
or household chores within
their own four walls.

The batteries contained in this
equipment can help persons
with disabilities overcome the
challenges of daily life, whether

Banner attended the REHA
CARE for the sixth time and as
in the past, its stand was constantly crowded. 49,000 visitors
and an annual increase in the
number of guests, indicate that
care and rehabilitation constitute important topics for the
future to which, with its innovative products, Banner can make
a significant contribution.

odern drive devices,
which are designed
to assist the mobility
of handicapped persons were
on display and Banner was also
present because its batteries
are not only used in multi-track
vehicles suitable for road traffic,
but are equally employed in
equipment such as wheelchairs
and other mobility devices.
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Banner IS 80

A GREAT ATMOSPHERE
AT THE BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION
80 years after its foundation, today Banner is
regarded as a leading battery manufacturer
and its workforce has made a major contribution to this success. Therefore, the company held a family celebration to honour this
commitment, the company jubilee and the
completion of the new extension.

T

he entire workforce was invited to the party along
with their families and thanks to a programme full of
variety that included a magic show, a ventriloquist, an
“eBobby Car Challenge” and a “drone workshop”, everyone of
the roughly 600 guests, amongst whom was Walter Brunner,
the mayor of Leonding, found something to enjoy. It was also
possible to view the new production halls and in the course
of special children’s tour, the little ones had a chance to experience the automated transport system and see how a robot
functions.
THREE CHEERS FOR THE TEAM!
At the end of the celebration, Commercial CEO, Andreas
Bawart, spoke about the need for a continued focus on customer requirements and market demands in the coming
years. He also stressed that the development of conventional
lead-acid batteries would progress further and that Banner
would both expand in line with its key values of continuity
and independence, and stand out due to its innovativeness.
Goals, which thanks to the splendid efforts of the workforce, are
certainly attainable.

WINTER GREETING

INTO THE NEW YEAR
WITH FULL POWER!
At the end of this edition of our
“Buffalo Post” we would like to wish all
our customers, partners and friends a
perfect and powerful start to both the
winter and the New Year 2019!

...
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